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Objective: Students will compose and play a motif in a mode. 

Materials: “Friendshape” by Amy Krouse Rosenthal and Tom Litchenheld, Orff instruments, 
Friendshape visual, recording app (optional)

Prerequisites: Familiarize students with modal motifs through regular melodic echoing and 
decoding. Use Beat Blocks pitch packs to rehearse and develop ear training to reinforce the 
tonic and basic melodic patterns in different modes.

Process: 
1) After studying the modes, ask students to select a home tone, or tonic. Ask “what mode are 

we using if __ is our tonic?” Example: if “re” is the tonic, we are in Dorian. 
2) Review the motifs for the selected mode. Sing them and play them on instruments, first by 

echoing, then letting students “answer” a melody you give them (finish a melodic phrase). 
Reinforce the importance of the tonic, 7th scale degree or leading tones, the 5th scale 
degree.

3) When students are comfortable playing motifs on instruments and singing them, divide them 
into groups (RED, GREEN, BLUE, YELLOW). 

4) Ask students to identify which words stand out the most in their phrases. For example, the 
name of the color or describing words such as “bold and strong”. Underline these words on 
the visual so they remember. Students play their phrase on instruments, emphasizing those 
particular words. 

5) Next, students develop their melodic phrase to stray from the tonic, but make sure that they 
play it again on those emphasized words. See examples: 

4) Student groups share their performances with the class. Ask “why do some phrases sound 
like the end and others don’t?” Answer: Because some end on the tonic and others don’t.  Allow 
students time to go back to their group and edit their melody.
5) Read “Friendshape” aloud and ask students to examine each page. What is the order of the 
shapes? What have they built? Play the color phrases in the order the color shapes appear in 
the book. Turn the page and try a new variation. Play through the entire book. Teacher adds an 
ostinato to be the glue that holds each variation together. 

Extensions: 
A) Use this as a performance piece with students acting out the stories in the book. 
B) Record this as a read-aloud book with music for younger classes. 
C) With a large number of groups, have some groups play the ostinato or color tones (non-

pitched percussion on names of colors). Cycle through so that all groups play their phrases 
as well as other parts. 
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